Teacher’s Guide

Souvenir of St. Petersburg, Florida—Views from the Vinoy
Educational Project
Written & Compiled by Robin R. Gonzalez
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Dear Teachers,
The Historic Old Northeast Neighborhood Association (HONNA) wants to welcome you to the
Souvenir of St. Petersburg, Florida—Views from the Vinoy Educational Project. We thank you for
your dedication and enthusiasm in teaching an ever-growing circle of students about the history and
heritage of our community.
When HONNA first looked into publishing a book about the neighborhood and the city, we realized
that we should focus on an educational piece for our own fourth graders. After all, they will be the
stewards of our community’s buildings, landscapes and neighborhoods in the future.
An interdisciplinary approach to history and heritage with a focus on technology and literacy should
fit into your curriculum. The project will allow your students to explore the worlds of building,
architecture, horticulture, community planning, art, photography, reading, writing, and preservation
along with science, math and health.
We appreciate the demands placed on teachers and students for testing and reaching required goals.
Our hope is that this educational project will enhance classroom successes and make your job easier
and more enjoyable.
The Souvenir of St. Petersburg, Florida—Views from the Vinoy Educational Project includes at least
two class sets of non-consumable books and a teacher Guide. These will be permanently housed at
each school site in St. Petersburg and be under the care of the school’s Social Studies Representative.
Annual teacher training should also be provided.
Special thanks to the following foundations, corporations, friends and neighbors who so generously
supported this project: The Verizon Foundation, The Frank E. Duckwall Foundation, Julia McGinty,
CFP® – LPL Financial, Buckley & Fudge, P.A., Florida Bank, Homes By Helen, Inc., JMC Communities,
Renaissance Vinoy Resort and Golf Club, St. Petersburg Preservation, Inc., Sunken Gardens, David
and Mamie Evans, George Rahdert, Joseph and Robin Reed, Louis and Linda Santoro and Maureen
Stafford and Family.
Thank you again for your participation. As always, you are our guides through the classrooms. Enjoy!

Mary Alice Lange,
HONNA President

Robin L. Reed,
HONNA Preservation Project Chair
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Goals, Objectives and Sunshine State Standards

Educational Program
Souvenirs of St. Petersburg, Florida
Views from the Vinoy
Goals:
1.

To enable students to value their community and their role in
that community.

2.

To enable students to understand the concepts of city
planning, growth and development thereby improving their
understanding of their history and heritage.

3.

To promote students’ literacy and technology skills as they
participate in and complete the program.

1.

The students will be able to read and actively participate in Views from
the Vinoy (i.e. photographs, map, timeline, walking, vocabulary, letter, etc.)
to gather and interpret data and draw conclusions about St. Petersburg’s,
Florida’s and America’s past.

2.

The students will be able to define the term “neighborhood” and give
at least two examples of how they are or can be positive participants in
their own neighborhoods.

3.

The students will be able to sketch and give a written description of at
least one architectural feature or style they liked in the book or from
their own neighborhood or schools.

4.

The students will be able to define the term “preserve” and explain at
least two reasons for preserving buildings and for landscape in their
community.

5.

The students express their understanding of the term “vision” and write
letters to Aymer Vinoy Laughner about his vision and describe their own
visions for St. Petersburg’s future.

Objectives:
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Souvenir of St. Petersburg, Florida
Views from the Vinoy
Sunshine State Standards for
Social Studies, Language Arts, Health, Math & Science
I. Social Studies Benchmarks
Time, Continuity, and Change (History)
SS.A.1.2.1
The student understands how individual ideas, decisions, and
events can influence history.
SS.A.1.2.2
The student uses a variety of methods and sources to understand
history (such as interpreting diaries, letters, newspapers, and
reading maps and graphs) and knows the difference between
primary and secondary sources.
SS.A.1.2.3
The student understands broad categories of time in years,
decades, and centuries.
SS.A.5.2.4
The student understands the social and cultural transformation
of the 1920’s and 1930’s.
SS.A.5.2.5
The student understands the social and economic impact of the
Great Depression on American Society.
SS.A.6.2.1
The student understands that immigrants came to Florida and
contributions of immigrants to the state’s history.
SS.A.6.2.2
The student understands the influence of geography on the
history of Florida.
People, Places, and Environments (Geography)
SS.B.1.2.1
The student uses maps, globes, charts, graphs, and other
geographic tools including map keys and symbols to gather and
interpret data and to draw conclusions about physical patterns.
SS.B.1.2.4
The student knows how changing transportation and
communication technology have affected relationships between
locations.
SS.B.2.2.3
The student understands how human activity affects the physical
environment.
SS.B.2.2.4
The student understands how factors such as population growth,
human migration, improved methods of transportation and
communication and economic development affect the use and
conservation of natural resources.
Government and the Citizen (Civics and Government)
SS.C.2.2.1
The student understands the importance of participation through
community service, civic improvements, and political activities.
SS.C.2.2.2
The student understands why personal responsibility and civic
responsibility are important.
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Economics
SS.D.1.2.1
SS.D.1.2.2

The student understands that all decisions involve opportunity
costs and that making effective decisions involves considering the
costs and benefits associated with alternative choices.
The student understands that scarcity of resources requires choices
in many levels, from the individual to societal.

II. Language Arts Benchmarks
Reading
LA.A.1.2.1
LA.A.1.2.2

LA.A.1.2.4
LA.A.2.2.1

Writing
LA.B.1.2.1
LA.B.2.2.1
LA.B.2.2.5
LA.B.2.2.6

The student uses a table of contents, index, headings, captions,
illustrations, and major words to anticipate content and purpose for
a reading selection.
The student selects from a variety of simple strategies, including
the use of phonics, word structure, context clues, self-questioning,
confirming, simple predictions, retelling, and using visual cues
to identify words and construct meaning from various texts,
illustrations, graphics, and charts.
The student clarifies understanding by re-reading, self-correction,
summarizing, checking other sources, and class or group discussion.
The student reads text and determines the main idea or essential
message, identifies relevant supporting details and facts, and
arranges events in chronological order.
The student prepares for writing by recording thoughts, focusing on
a central idea, grouping related ideas, and identifying the purpose
for writing.
The student writes notes, comments, and observations that reflect
comprehension of content and experience from a variety of media.
The student creates narrative in which ideas, details, and events are
in logical order and are relevant to the story line.
The student creates expository responses in which ideas and details
follow an organizational pattern and are relevant to the purpose.

Listening, Viewing, and Speaking
LA.C.1.2.5
The student responds to speakers by asking questions, making
contributions, and paraphrasing what is said.
LA.C.3.2.2
The student asks questions and makes comments and observations
to clarify understanding of content, processes, and experience.
III. Health Benchmarks
Health Literacy
HE.A.1.2.4
The student understands how the family influences personal health.
HE.A.1.2.5
The student knows the way in which the environment impacts
health.
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Responsible Health Behavior
HE.B.1.2.4
The student uses strategies for improving and maintaining
personal health.
IV. Mathematics Benchmarks
Number Sense, Concepts and Operations
MA.A.3.2.2
The student selects the appropriate operation to solve
specific problems involving addition, subtraction and
multiplication of whole numbers, decimals, fractions and
division.
Measurement
MA.B.3.2.1
The student solves real-world problems involving estimate
of measurements including length of time, weight,
temperature, money, perimeter, area and volume.
Data Analysis and Probability
MA.E.3.2.2
The student uses statistical data about life situations to
make predictions and justified reasoning.
V. Science Benchmarks
Processes that Shape the Earth
SC.D.2.2.1
The student knows that using, recycling and reducing the
use of natural resources improve and protect the quality of
life.
How Living Things Interact With Their Environment
SC.G.2.2.2
The student knows that the size of a population is
dependent upon the available resources within its
community.
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Let’s Read!
1. Book Format and Use…One Chapter at a Time
2. Hexagons Help Learning…Interdisciplinary Approach to
Content
3. Words Have Power…Reading, Understanding and Creating
Quotes
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Book Format & Use… One Chapter at a Time

1. Book Format and Possible Uses…One Chapter at a Time

Print
The book has been printed in several different fonts to bring your attention to different
information. The graphic designer also chose them for their easy readability.
Cover
The cover was designed from an old photo found on page 34 of the book. It shows a family in
the early 1930s as they visit the Vinoy. Have students look for the “clues” as to the time that the
family stayed at the Vinoy (clothes, hair styles, little suitcase, etc.). A similar photo can be found
on page 41. Students can compare and contrast the cover with the two photos.
Inside Cover
(Organization, mission, funders and thank you) This is so important for students to know.
People in the community do care about them and work hard to give them the best information
possible. That is what being a “participating” member of a community is all about.
Title Page
Look at all the different people with different talents that it took to put this book together.
Which of these jobs would your students like to do on a book of their own?
Dedication
Why do people dedicate books? Read the dedication and have students discuss what they
think it means. Have them look at other books with dedications.
Table of Contents
Read over to get a feel for the book and have students discuss what they think the hexagons
have to do with the book. (Hexagonal sidewalks can be found and have become the symbol
for the Historic Old Northeast Neighborhood.) Discuss what they are looking forward to
discovering about this area.
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Pages 4-9 Welcome & Enjoy St. Petersburg-The Sunshine City
• Read and discuss the quote on the chapter page and every subsequent one.
• Ask why St. Petersburg was nicknamed the Sunshine City. Look for all the other references to
the name throughout the book.
• Read Hexagon Message on page 9 and every subsequent one.
• Get class excited about the activities on page 8. (What is a scavenger hunt, walking tour, or
architectural guide?)
• Discuss all the subjects/topics that will be explored.
Pages 10-15 Explore Historic Old Northeast –Our Neighborhood
• Explain that through Exploring Historic Old Northeast and using it as a Learning Lab, they will
learn about all neighborhoods.
• What is a neighborhood? Ask students about their neighborhoods.
• Map out where Mattie Lou Charbonneaux’s family had their farm in the early 1900s.
• What are developers doing now in St. Petersburg?
• Ask students what they think the last paragraph of the chapter means.
Pages 16-17 “Explore” Scavenger Hunt
• See page 80 in the book for the key and bring your students to the neighborhood or tell
them to bring their families. Scavenger Hunts are a great way to see it all.
Pages 18-21 Check Out The Styles-National Historic District
• Review all highlighted definitions to clarify the topic.
• Look at the Architectural Guide and have students find pictures of or sketch elements of
buildings or entire buildings.
• Build your own buildings out of boxes. (See www.cubekc.org.)
Pages 22-25 Perry’s Pergolas, Parkways & Plazas, Granada Terrace Local Landmark Historic
District
• What is a Local Landmark Historic District? What does it mean for the neighborhood and for
a city?
• Was Perry Snell ahead of his time in creating this subdivision? What were the selling points
for living there? Are they still good reasons today?
Pages 26-31 Meet Aymer Vinoy Laughner-A Man With A Vision
• Discuss what a vision is and what visions your students have for their futures and even St.
Petersburg’s future.
• Stories are a great way to share history. Discuss the stories as you read this chapter and
others. Ask students what their favorite neighborhood stories were at the end of the book.
• Architecture and construction can be researched and discussed at this time. The hotel had
such a detailed plan and such a short time for construction.
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Pages 32-37 Guests For The Season- Stay A While
• This chapter gives the students a chance to be introduced to the Florida Land Boom, the
Great Depression and WWII as related to the history of St. Petersburg. Maybe this will help
them when they study these topics later.
• Use the Time Line on pages 74-75 throughout your reading, especially in this chapter.
• Although students probably will not have heard of many of these visitors, they can
research recent famous visitors or come up with celebrities they would like to invite to
the Vinoy themselves.
Pages 38-43 Discover the Vinoy!- The Crown Jewel Reclaimed
• How and why did life change after WWII and how did it affect the Vinoy and St.
Petersburg?
• What is preservation and is it important to a neighborhood or a city?
• Ask students to write as if they are a “Talking Vinoy” and describe in detail what is
happening. They can choose the vacant, vandalized Vinoy as seen on page 43 or the
restored Vinoy as seen on pages 44 and 45. Buildings can tell stories.
Pages 44-45 “Discover!” Scavenger Hunt
• This is a true preservation success story and your students should be encouraged to
discover it for themselves. See page 80 in the book for a key to the scavenger hunt.
Pages 46-51 Looking Back-St. Petersburg’s Past
• Students have to look back at St. Petersburg’s past in order to understand the history of
the Historic Old Northeast Neighborhood or any other neighborhood in the city.
• Focus on the importance of sunshine and natural surroundings in St. Petersburg’s growth
and development, past, present and future.
Pages 52-55 Picnics In The Park-Get Outside And Play
• Review the importance of good community planning early in a city’s development.
• What parks and facilities can be found in this neighborhood? Go to the city website to
find all of the parks and facilities throughout the city.
Pages 56-61 Bridges Bring Business-The Fourth Street Business District
• Where are the Gandy Bridge, Fourth Street and the Fourth Street Business District?
• What does one have to do with the other?
• Does a neighborhood need an area with stores, restaurants, banks, gas stations and even
museums? Why?
• Is it important that old buildings be re-used even if for different purposes? Be sure to visit
Great Explorations Children’s Museum and Sunken Gardens at the same time.
Pages 62-67 See Sunken Gardens-Treasure Behind The Walls
• Your students can use Sunken Gardens to not only study local and state history, but also
science and economics. Once again, a person’s dream becomes a community’s treasure.
• Another lesson here is in the community’s response to saving Sunken Gardens. Students
can discuss what other buildings or sites might need to be protected.
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Pages 68-69 “See” Scavenger Hunt
• See the key to the scavenger hunt on page 80. Your students can make their own hunt from
pictures they take while visiting the gardens.
Pages 70-73 Come Back Soon! - Enjoy The Souvenir Of St. Petersburg, Florida
• Review the whole program. Each class will have different experiences as you adapt the
program to meet your needs.
• Talk again about having visions and dreams and how they can affect communities.
• Reinforce and discuss the last complete paragraph on page 73. “Each one of you makes a
difference where you live. Be active in your community and neighborhood. Just remember,
history lives and the future lies in a community’s preserved buildings, landscapes and
neighborhoods.”
Page 74-75 Time Line
• Use continuously while reading or researching. Have your class add dates they think are
important.
Page 76 Key Words
• This is a list of terms that might need further explanation. Feel free to add to it.
Page 77 Books To Read
• This is just a small list of books about St. Petersburg that you can read or be made aware of.
• The Young Reader’s List includes books that you can make available for your students during
this program. You can add them to your classroom or school library.
Page 78 Places To Go
• Sites to visit in St. Petersburg are listed along with their addresses, phone numbers and
websites.
• Websites for other topics covered in the book like architecture, health, historic preservation,
neighborhoods, City of St. Petersburg and more can be found on this list.
Pages 79-80 Activities
• Activities for classes, families or individuals are included here.
• The keys for all three scavenger hunts are included on page 80.
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2. Hexagons Help Learning… An Interdisciplinary Approach to
Content
The following hexagons have been used to make reading easier by providing
context clues and furthering comprehension through an interdisciplinary approach
to the content.
You might choose a student to read and explain the messages as you move through
the book. Students can create their own hexagon messages that they think the
author “missed” or that they think would improve the whole experience. Encourage
their involvement.
HEX Page 9
This brightly colored and specially designed
message repeats directions from the text that are
very important in using the book successfully. The
experience needs to be enhanced by interaction
with the Vocabulary and Time Line throughout the
process.
HEX Page 15
Encouraging students and their families to get
exercise is so important. Talk about the walking
shoes and pedometer. You or the P.E. Coach could
explain how a pedometer works and how much fun
they can be to use.
Talk about what the perimeter of the neighborhood
is. Look back at the map on page 13 and actually map
out what the walk must look like.
Have students find out about the importance of
Vitamin D from the sun. It takes Calcium, weight
bearing exercise like walking and Vitamin D to build
strong bones and avoid osteoporosis.
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HEX Page 19
Using the internet to research new topics is a great
way to learn. We hope students will be interested
in historic preservation and want to find out more.
Americans are very transient people and knowledge
about National Historic Districts and National
Register Properties can make traveling and even
moving more interesting.

HEX Page 40
Sometimes numbers found in the text and written in a
sentence do not send a clear message. We felt that the
economic impact of the Florida Land Boom going bust
and the changing of American life after WWII were clearly
expressed by the numbers. Although the answer is in the
text, the HEX will allow the students to “Do the Math”
themselves.
Have the students convert those 1925 and 1945 dollars to
the value of the dollar today. Have them discuss what they
think caused the lower sales price of the Vinoy (it should
be interesting to hear their perspective). Do things like
hotels, houses, and other buildings always go up in value?

HEX Page 42
The Vinoy had been empty 18 years and everything was
gone. Look at this shopping list!
You and your students can just enjoy this hexagon
message or use it to discuss and demonstrate anything
from measuring for carpet (computing square yards), to
china and silver needed for table settings.
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HEX Page 48
Graphing is one of the best ways to visually present
a message. St. Petersburg’s population did not grow
because of an industrial base like cigars in Tampa.
Instead its growth depended on the sun and natural
surroundings as expressed in this graph. Have
students create a graph of the number of “guest
rooms” during the same time.
The class could research and graph the city’s
population through 2008. Do the sun and
natural surroundings still have a lot to do with St.
Petersburg’s growth?

HEX Page 59
What must it have been like to have to go
all the way around the peninsula to get to
Tampa? Point out that this is a 1925 map.
Have the students use the legend to follow
both routes and find Fourth Street. Have
them discuss if they think a bridge can bring
business.
How many bridges can your students use
today to get to Tampa (or Sarasota, the
Beaches, etc.)? They may be interested
in finding out more about designing and
building bridges. Trivia like the Gandy being
the longest toll bridge in the world in 1925
could start a whole list of bridge facts and trivia.
TEACHER’S: Save your student’s ideas for new hexagon messages. They can be used and
shared in future teacher trainings.
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3. Words Have Power…Reading, Understanding and Creating Quotes
Each chapter features a quote, the exact words, a neighbor or visitor has said about the
Historic Old Northeast Neighborhood.
Discuss with your class famous quotes in history. Why do they think we have to use
quotation marks? Can words be changed a little from what the person said and still be put
inside quotation marks?
Use the following quotes in any way that will be the most useful for your class.
• Look closely at the photographs around the quote and how they might relate to them.
• Discuss the age of some of the speakers or if they are still alive.
• Relate the occupations of some of the speakers with their words.
• Place some of the speakers on the Time Line.
• Have students choose their favorite quote(s) and explain what they mean to them.
• Have students choose new words they are not familiar with and look them up.
Have students write their own quotes at the end of the experience, post them around the
classroom and let your students know that words have power and to be quoted should be
a compliment.

Welcome & Enjoy (Page 4)
St. Petersburg-The Sunshine City
“The historic buildings and neighborhoods in our city are the archives of our
character…a link connecting those who came before us to future generations.”
Rick Baker, Mayor and Neighbor

Explore Historic Old Northeast (Page 11)
Our Neighborhood
“There was a piney woods all around us, all the way to Coffee Pot Bayou and not a house
in sight. Later, when roads and avenues were surveyed, our farm ran from Fifteenth to
Seventeenth Avenues and Second to Fourth Streets North.”
Mattie Lou Cherbonneaux, Early Settler (arrived in 1899 as a two-year-old)
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Check Out The Styles! (Page 18)
National Historic District
“National Historic Districts are legacies of the past and living gifts to the future.”
Steven D. Lange, Architect and Neighbor

Perry’s Plazas, Parkways & Pergolas (Page 23)
Granada Terrace Local Landmark Historic District
“It is a privilege to be caretakers of this piece of history.”
Linda Dobbs, Granada Terrace Neighbor

Meet Aymer Vinoy Laughner (Page 26)
A Man With A Vision
“Our plans are to build a hotel second to none in the State of Florida…a monument to the
community and to the state.”
Aymer Vinoy Laughner

Note: Quote on December 31, 1925 Grand Opening of the Vinoy (Page 31)
“It was so glittering and exciting. There were search lights casting rays in the sky just like they did
at Hollywood parties, and everyone felt like a celebrity.”
Norma Dew Sleeper, St. Petersburg resident who attended the Grand Opening

Guests For The Season (Page 33)
Come & Stay A While
“My good friends, This is a picture of the new hotel that just opened up here. It is lovely beyond
description.”
Winter Guest 1925 (Taken from a postcard message)
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Discover The Vinoy! (Page 38)
The Crown Jewel Reclaimed
“I was petrified by the task, but it was an incredible thrill.”
Tom Stovall, Painter who spent eight hours a day for three months, many on his back, restoring the
historic Pompeii Dining Room

Looking Back (Page 46)
St. Petersburg’s Past
“Old Northeast is pure delight, an architectural stroll through the 20th century. The Florida dream
is expressed in wooden framed craftsman bungalows and cottages, while Mediterranean revivals
whisper hints of Malaga and Sorrento. But most of all, Old Northeast radiates a harmonious
blending of time and place.”
Gary Mormino, Historian, Author and Neighbor

Picnic In The Park (Page 52)
Get Outside And Play
“North Shore Park is such a great place to be outside and there are a lot of things to do…like riding
my bike, climbing trees, going to the playground and just having fun with my family.”
Ginny Swanson, Age 10, Neighbor

Bridge Brings Business (Page 57)
Gandy Bridge And The Fourth Street Business District
“When I leave my house, whether I walk or drive, I am just minutes from 4th Street…where I find the
restaurants I enjoy, shops and services I use, and most delightfully, where I can enter Sunken Gardens,
that secluded tropical oasis.”
Suzanne Laurencell, Neighbor
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See Sunken Gardens (Page 62)
Treasure Behind The Walls
“Vistas of tropical beauty await the visitor at Turner’s Sunken Garden. . .The dense green
of waving banana fronds, the stately grace of royal palms and countless varieties of rare
tropic plants combine to make the sunken garden a veritable wonderland.”
St. Petersburg Times, Nov. 29, 1936

Come Back Soon! (Page 71)
Enjoy The Souvenir of St. Petersburg
“It seems that the more we travel, the more we appreciate coming home to all our city
and neighborhood have to offer.”
Barbara Spofford, Neighbor
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Historic Old Northeast’s Learning Lab

1. Photographic/Image Guide for Teachers & Teaching
with Primary Sources
2. Architectural Guide Terms
3. Additional Teaching Tools
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Photographic/Image Guide For Teachers

1. Photographic/Image Guide for Teachers &
Teaching with Primary Sources (TWPS)
Postcards, letters, newspapers and menus are all examples of primary source materials that
can help in teaching. Many have been included in the book and they are further described
here for your classroom use.
Page 4
• TWPS: Post Card - Greetings from the Sunshine City, post marked 3.14.32 (Note Vinoy
Hotel in upper left-hand corner.)
Page 5
• Neighborhood setting, natural landscape and Colonial Revival house
Page 6
• TWPS: Post Card - Banyan and Royal Poinciana Trees, First St. North, St. Petersburg, Fla.
(no postmark)
• Post Card - Vinoy Park Hotel, Main Entrance and Tower, post marked 2.16.29 (Note old
car.)
Page 7
• Royal Poinciana Tree
• Vinoy Hotel Tower
• Cement Urn at Vinoy Entrance
• Parrots at Sunken Gardens
Page 10
• TWPS: All four post cards date to early 1900s. Card in lower right corner is titled Pine
Woods Florida.
Page 11
• Preserve Historic Old Northeast flag with hexagonal shape design
Page 12
• TWPS: Old photograph of the Snell & Hamlett North Shore Real Estate Office
• Post Card - Kids and Kubs Field in Waterfront Park, St. Petersburg, Florida
Pages 14-15
• Neighborhood Colonial Revival House with Ionic columns
• Manatee
• Columns and rafter tails on a Craftsman Bungalow
• Wrought iron dock gate on Coffee Pot Bayou
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Pages 16-17
• See EXPLORE Historic Old Northeast Scavenger Hunt description on page 80.
Pages 18-19
• TWPS: Post Card - The car with the Craftsman Bungalow built on top was from an
advertising postcard. See Additional Teaching Tools.
• It was actually an advertisement for an insurance company in 1920.
• Post Card - Early 1900s - Some St. Petersburg homes - Are any still around today?
• Neighborhood house today. Does it look familiar?
Pages 22-23
• Well in Granada Terrace Park
• Plaza Valencia with urn, road
• Walk to the Venetian Steps (See page 25 for steps.)
• Bougainvillea covered pergola in Granada Terrace Park
• Perry Snell photo
• TWPS: Post Card (1940s) of The Arbor, North Shore, St. Petersburg, Florida “The Sunshine
City” (Notice all the similarities to the current photos.)
Pages 24-25
• Entry to Granada Terrace
• Granada Terrace Park with open vista
• Venetian steps
• Cement dolphin at the entry to Venetian Steps
• Current Granada Terrace house with old 1920’s photo of the same house
Pages 26-27
• Aymer Vinoy Laughner photo
• Walter Hagen golfing photo (from 1925 St. Petersburg Brochure) - See Additional Teaching
Tools.
• Old pocket watch with vintage golf ball
• TWPS: Post Card - 1926 Beach Drive and Vinoy Park Hotel - See Additional Teaching Tools.
Page 28
• Paper Bag with a simulated Deed
• Early hand colored postcard of Lobby
• Golf ball as it may have fallen in the neighbor’s yard
Page 29
• TWPS: Original Hotel Floor Plan - How does it compare to the high rises of today?
• Construction Photo of back of the hotel (ballroom) dated 5.29.25
• Construction Photo of front of the hotel dated 5.29.25
• Completed Hotel early 1926 - See Additional Teaching Tools.
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Page 30
• Current hotel, west view of tower
• TWPS: Early hotel room keys - What do we call this type of key? What do we use
today? Why do you think things have changed?
• Calendar with construction deadline date
Page 31
• TWPS: Actually found and purchased on eBay, this is the Opening Dinner Dance Menu.
Page 32
• TWPS: Post Card - Vinoy Park Hotel Veranda postmarked 3.30.41, but postcard is older
as seen by the car. What is growing on the walls? Compare with current photo on page
72.
Page 33
• TWPS: Small cloth covered, monogrammed cosmetic case from Myers Antiques with
old original luggage tag used at the hotel
• Post Card - Vinoy Park mezzanine above the veranda - Look out on Tampa Bay, imagine
the boats sailing by and see the cars in the drive. Both cards are “hand colored” which
was popular at the time. Remember no air conditioning and “modern” steam heat.
Page 34
• Old Luggage from Myers Antiques, notice stickers and monogramming.
• TWPS: Burgert Brothers Collection photo of three female tourists taken at the entrance
to the Vinoy in 1932 for a tourist brochure (Compare to cover illustration and photo on
page 41.)
• Newspaper information from the New York Times, January 9, 1930, compiled to look
like a headline about President Calvin Coolidge, pictured above
Page 35
• Movie Star Jimmy Stewart from It’s A Wonderful Life, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,
etc.
• 1925 New York Yankees/Spring Training St. Petersburg, Florida
• Babe Ruth 1925
• Polar explorer Admiral Richard E. Byrd
• TWPS: Postcard Vinoy Park Hotel, Palm Room Grill (hand colored and same company
as those on pages 26, 32 and 33). Note the hand stenciled beams that can be seen again
restored on page 44.
Page 36
• TWPS: Post Card “This Is The Way We Bake Our Bread” Baking in the Army
• Post Card - The Army Air Corps Trains in Florida
• Neither card was mailed, each cost a penny to send thus name “penny post card”.
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Page 37
• TWPS: Soldiers bunked inside, outside and on the grounds of Vinoy Park Hotel as they
trained in St. Petersburg before being shipped out to the War. When you ride by today try to
picture how this took place.
Page 38
• Tom Stovall actually painting the floral design that is on the same page. This is a photograph
taken of the original, damaged design so that Stovall could repaint it as closely as possible
to the original. Look at the scaffolding and imagine lying on your back painting all day long!
Page 39
• Workers salvaging/restoring original materials from inside and outside the building (19911992)
Page 40
• TWPS: Post Card - Waterfront Park and Downtown Hotel District, St. Petersburg, Fla.
• Printed 1946 after WWII
• Old motel sign familiar in the late 1940s, 1950s and 1960s
Page 41
• Restoration Crew at the entry archway (see cover and page 34) in 1990-1992
• St. Petersburg Times photograph 1978 of abandoned and vandalized Vinoy Dining Room
window
• Restored Dining Room window today
Page 43
• Design on the wall in the Dining Room before restoration/after restoration on page 44
• Column in Dining Room before restoration/restored and current column on page 44
• Damaged artwork in Dining Room
• Abandoned Lobby stripped of all original fixtures and furniture (For before see page 28 and
for current lobby see page 44.)
Pages 44-45
• See DISCOVER the Vinoy Scavenger Hunt description on page 80 of the book.
Pages 46-47
• TWPS: Postcard - St. Petersburg, Fla. Fisherman’s Palmetto Shack
• Postcard - A Fine String, A Morning’s Catch, St. Petersburg, Fla. (around 1910)
• Postcard - Bird’s-Eye View of the Pinellas Peninsula and St. Petersburg, Florida (Copyright 1909)
• Artwork - Copied from a 1916 Board of Trade Brochure
Pages 48-49
• TWPS: Postcard - St. Petersburg Florida, The Sunshine City
• Postcard - Shuffleboard Courts, Mirror Lake Park (circa 1930s and 1940s)
• Postcard - Recreation Pier, St. Petersburg, Fla. “The Sunshine City” (circa 1940s)
• Postcard - St. Petersburg, Florida, The Sunshine City Outdoor Post Office
• Postcard - This scene was cut out from a postcard
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Page 50
• TWPS: Burgert Brothers Collection photo of Tony Jannus’ plane flying across Tampa Bay
• Postcard - Al Lang Field (Note the Vinoy in top center of card.)
Page 51
• Current photo of North Shore Drive, lined with palms, parks and condominiums, looking
towards Downtown St. Petersburg
Page 52-53
• Easter Egg Hunt/North Shore Park
• Jogger on Beach/North Shore Park
• Palm at Gizella Kopsick Arboretum
• Young participant in July 4th Parade
• TWPS: Cut out from a postcard (Postmarked Feb 27, 1914)
Pages 54-55
• Read captions in Book.
Pages 56-57
• TWPS: Burgert Brothers Collection photo, Gandy toll booth taken May 22, 1930 (Note the date
on the Georgia License tag.)
• Postcard - Gandy Bridge, The longest Automobile Toll Bridge In The World (6 Miles Long)
Spanning Tampa Bay, Florida (dated by writer Dec. 25, 1926)
• Current 4th St N Street sign for Historic Old Northeast (Note hexagonal blocks.)
Pages 58-59
• TWPS: Photo of George S. Gandy
• Postcard - Entrance to Gandy Bridge, St. Petersburg, Florida, The Sunshine City (Note this is a
later postcard as the cost has gone up to $1.00 for car and driver from 55 cents on page 56.)
• TWPS: Postcard - Night Time On The Longest Automobile Bridge In The World Total Length Six
Miles, Connecting Tampa And St. Petersburg, Fla.
• Map - From a 1925 Tourist Brochure
Pages 60-61
• TWPS: Old photo of Sanitary Market Building now home to Great Explorations and Sunken
Gardens
• Be A Great Pet Vet Exhibit/Great Explorations Children’s Museum
• My First Market Exhibit/Great Explorations Children’s Museum
• Myers Building on 4th Street
• 4th Street Business District scene and street sign
• Old style gas pump used in the past at the filling stations on 4th Street
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Pages 62-63
• Flamingo from the Gardens
• TWPS: Four generations of the Turner Family
• Postcard - Entrance to Beautiful Sunken Gardens, St. Petersburg, Fla. “The Sunshine City”
Page 64
• Elephant Ear plant at the Garden
• Looking up at Royal Palms
• Clay tile pipes
• TWPS: Postcard - Spreading Live Oak Turner’s Sunken Gardens written in white on the
front of the card like the other early Sunken Gardens cards
Page 65
• TWPS: Postcard - Tropical Papaya Tree Sunken Gardens 18th Ave. N And 4th St. Petersburg
Florida (written as if by hand in white) postmarked 3.12.1936 soon after it opened as an
attraction
• Postcard - Bananas, Fla. Handwritten message on front “This is a natural looking picture
I have seen these growing. P.C. Kidd,” postmarked April 6, 1907 (Open back postcard pre
1908 - only address on the back, message had to be on the front.)
• Buffalo/Indian Head Nickel minted from 1913-1938. Probably the nickel that the early
visitors used to pay to see Mr. Turner’s backyard gardens.
• Postcard - Traveler’s Palm at Sunken Gardens
• Postcard - Blossom Elephant Ear, Turner’s Sunken Gardens
• Current photo of Koi Carp
Pages 66-67
• Old Turner’s Sunken Gardens Pennant (Travelers used to collect them from different
attractions).
• Old photo of Eula Turner at the Garden’s fresh juice stand
• Old Sunken Gardens Souvenir Pitcher
• Students visiting Sunken Gardens
Pages 68-69
• See SEE Sunken Gardens Scavenger Hunt Description on page 80.
Pages 70-71
• Photo with students, Neighborhood Monument and the Vinoy Tower in the background
• Tower photo
• Neighborhood Craftsman Bungalow with Preserve Historic Northeast flag
Page 72-73
• Jogger along Waterfront Park
• The Veranda at the Vinoy
• Neighborhood Bungalow house
• Vinoy Park with sail boat in background
• Neighborhood house with huge Banyan Tree in the yard
• Neighborhood yard and landscape
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2. Architectural Guide Terms
These are additional architectural terms and illustrations that might help you and your
students as you use the Architectural Guide on pages 20 and 21.
bracket a support under eaves or overhangs, often more for decoration
Craftsman Bungalow an architectural style based on the houses built by the British to
adapt to life in India, also used in California and Florida; usually has one or one and a half
stories, a front porch and detailed elements created by skilled carpenters
clapboard a narrow board thicker at one edge than the other used to cover the sides of
wooden buildings
barrel tile a semi-cylindrical tile used for roofing, usually made out of clay
  
Colonial Revival an architectural style based on the buildings of Colonial
America
column an upright support or pillar, often designed in one of three stylesDoric, Ionic or Corinthian
cornice a decorative molding that runs along the top of a building or wall

column
double-hung windows a window with two sashes, one above the other, arranged to slide
up and down past each other
dormer window a window projecting from a sloping roof
eave the underside of a sloping roof, overhanging a wall

dormer

facade the face of the building
frieze a decorative band that runs along the top of a wall, below the cornice
gable end the triangular portion of a wall at the end of a pitched roof
half-timbering a half-timbered building has exposed wood framing with the spaces gable end
between the wooden timbers filled with plaster, brick or stone; Tudor style houses were
often covered with timbers that were applied to the walls for decoration
hipped roof a roof that slopes on all four sides
Mediterranean Revival an architectural style based on Moorish, Spanish and Italian
designs
Mission Revival an architectural style based on the Spanish Colonial houses built
in California and other western territories
multi-paned windows windows made up of many divided panes of glass
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ornament anything an architect or builder wants to put on a building to
make it fun to look at (ie. carvings, railings, finials)
ornament
parapet a low wall or railing, sometimes decorative, to protect the
edge of a platform or roof
pitched roof a roof with two sloped sides and gables at both ends
portico a structure consisting of a roof supported by columns and
topped by a pediment, usually attached as a porch or entryway          

portico
Prairie an architectural style made famous by architect Frank Lloyd Wright; it is characterized
by a horizontal design, earth tone colors, deep eaves etc. and should be compatible with the
setting of the American Prairie
stucco an exterior plaster finish made of cement, lime and sand mixed with water; usually
given a texture
symmetry in architecture, refers to a structure that has parts of equal size and shape on either
side of a plane, line, or shape
tile work the use of tile (pieces of fired clay, stone or concrete) to decorate as in a tiled floor,
entry way or even a patterned wall
tower a part of a building that is especially tall rising above lower stories; can be used to
observe from or to be decorative
Vernacular a structure that is not pure in design or style, but based loosely on one or more
than one style
wrought iron a kind of iron that is heated and pounded into shape; often used for
ornamentation as gates, fences, balconies, furniture, etc.

wrought iron
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3. Additional Teaching Tools (See attached, accompanying
materials.)
1.

Use the excerpts from this 1916 Board of Trade brochure to help students go back
in time. (The illustration on page 47 in the Book is from this brochure.) They can
make a current 2008 St. Petersburg brochure or one for the Historic Old Northeast
Neighborhood with its attractions and “selling points”.

2. Now use excerpts from this 1925 St. Petersburg brochure. What had changed in nine
years? What had stayed the same? Look at the change in the style of artwork on the
two brochures.
3.

Postcards were first printed in America as souvenirs to be mailed in 1893 for the
Columbian Exposition. The postage was, however, 2 cents like a letter. In 1898 the
government approved Private Mailing Cards and charged a penny to mail them.
They changed the name to Post Card in 1901 and from then until 1907 they had an open
back used only for the mailing address. Any message had to fit on the front. You can
date cards by the way they were printed too.
Have students research this topic and try to date the cards by subject or appearance.
They can create their own cards! Why aren’t they called penny post cards anymore?
How could postcards be used for advertising?

4. Use the Sunken Gardens Pennant to create your own St. Petersburg Pennants. They
can be from the Historic Old Northeast Neighborhood, your school neighborhood or
anywhere in the city.
5.

Invite someone whose job from the book interested you to visit your class - maybe a
neighbor, a hotel worker, the Mayor, a historian, a Sunken Gardens or Great Explorations
employee, an architect, a developer, a parks worker, etc. Make the concept of being
part of a “neighborhood” come alive.
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